Second Harvest revisited: animal and
wildlife suffering and sacrifice in the name of
non-performing, disastrous “green”
Sherri Lange, CEO, North American Platform Against Wind Power (NA-PAW)

The European Treaty of Amsterdam, 2001, while not law, yet outlines various welfare
standards for fur bearing animals. It clearly states that animals that are kept for commercial
reasons are “considered as living and sentient, in the sense that they are able to experience
pleasure and suffering.” It prescribes that animals must be kept in a “safeguard” to avoid suffering
and respecting their needs, including being allowed to “show certain behaviours.” The Treaty goes
on to reference that non production, or low production rates, will reflect on the ability of the
farmer to prove adequate welfare. In the instance of farmer Kaj Olesen Bank, his ability to provide
welfare and care was severely tested by an array of four wind turbines.

W

hile some farmers use the term “Second Harvest” to benignly refer to their
welcomed scoop of the wind money harvest from hosting wind turbines, a more
sinister meaning is clear for home grown environmentalism. This “harvest”
involves the widespread and now more fully understood feature of animal suffering and
death, ugly killing fields, associated with the now equally understood uselessness of wind
“factories.” This “harvest,” was ever more evident in the recently exposed suffering at a
mink farm in Denmark, where aggression and abortions, and eyeless foetuses appeared as a
direct cause of a new turbine installation.
Kaj Olesen Bank is a neighbor of four huge wind turbines, located a mere 330 metres from a
mink farm with several thousand animals (about 4600). While neighbors wrote to the
municipality about negative consequences for their families from shadow flicker, quality of
life issues as well as concerns for their property values, little did they suspect a direct run on
animal suffering and death. There were two separate incidents reported of deaths and
aggression, but the second, it appears, was less easy to bury. It was this second grouping of
reports, with photos, that have begun to entirely capture the heightened awareness world
wide of cruelty to animals that occurs within radii of industrial wind turbines. In this
instance, the turbines are not required to be located at the same setback as for a human
residence, and the results for animal residents, cannot be clearer.
According to the veterinarian reports, “The mink showed an extremely large sensitivity to
noise and rejected (foetuses) in large numbers. In the present experiment, 1600 were born
deformed, which lacked the eyes, split their throat and their limbs were deformed” (sic).
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The associated images are provoking. See links below for photos. (Or click here for a
gruesome video of a suffering mink.)
Some Danes are calling these results of mink experiences via turbines a shocking “mass
animal experiment” without benefit of any compassion or testing standards. The
relationship between the deaths of foetuses, with deformities, the aggression of the minks
who then had to be separated and some euthanized, and the turbine activity, is clear and
undeniable. What then will be and are the admitted results on humans routinely
experimented on, placed too near turbines? For Health Units worldwide that apparently
disguise or minimize harm from turbine placement, this animal ‘experiment’ should ring
clear and loud, that sample literature surveys, biased, are absurd and insulting to people
affected, who cannot even at times live in their own homes: evidence such as reports to
personal physicians, to various Ministries of the Environment and Health, and the sheer
weight of obvious similarity of complaints, should be sufficient for world level moratoria.
In a country that recently created a very progressive landmark law against cruel slaughter in
some religious practices (Denmark recently, 2014, banned halal and kosher slaughter, it’s
Minister decreeing that animal rights come before religion), the shock of the obvious torture
and deaths of so many mink is even more poignant.
But aside from the incongruities of animal rights within Denmark, Canada, the USA, and
inevitably every other country with “animal relationship cognitive dissonance,” the turbine
lies of green, free, cheap, and CO2 saving, sit directly beside a very real parallel universe: a
universe that destroys habitat, maims lives of nearly everything in sight, from audible and
inaudible noise and pressure, vibration, shadow flicker. It is well known that mink are highly
active animals and have as all creatures, complex lives, and DNA driven responses to low
frequency pressures and vibration that naturally affect their sensitive natures. Indeed, the
owner of the farm reported that the animals appeared to have “gone crazy,” biting,
fighting, the tension and aggression between nesting animals and vicious injuries requiring
euthanasia.
Wind turbine wildlife hell and for “husbanded” animals, is well known throughout the world.
There is nary a turbine area, small or large that has not had reports of this suffering and loss.
Raptor and endangered species reductions, migration routes sliced routinely with rules to
defend wildlife completely in favor of developers, disappearance of amphibians, turtles,
moose, worms, disastrous effects to farmed animals, EMU, goats in Taiwan, cattle still born,
noses bleeding, deformed, chickens laying eggs with no yolks, exploding lungs in bats
already in serious decline, declining levels of butterflies, all manner of birds slaughtered,
even those brought back from the brink of extinction; the list of collateral damage “Second
Harvest,” is too lengthy to reflect on here. Farmers from North America routinely struggle
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with harmed and decreased livestock, often down as much as 30% in production, and feel
acutely the suffering of their animals.

The overall benefit: zero

W

ind turbines don’t work. It’s been said so many times, in so many ways, that it is
nearly now completely redundant to remind ourselves of the failures. They at
times, many times, consume more parasitic power than they create. They are
notorious for having down time, not performing, or needing to be shut down when it’s too
windy. They don’t last very long either, 10-15 years. California has 4500 burned out turbines,
abandoned. Piles of industrial eco junk are accruing worldwide. The UK has had 1500
industrial accidents in five years. And those cement plugs? Not one has been removed. But
along the way to the subsidy and loan guarantee bank, comes a bigger price, not borne by
environmentally sensitive developers. The result of their “work” is resolute carnage for
living things. (We use the word, resolute, because of the intensity with which developers,
with participation of government policies, turn environmental law to their will.) Turbine
proliferation has resulted in numbers of dead and dying we cannot yet contemplate. Every
species is affected.
Industrial wind turbines are the most useless form of energy conceivable, and to imagine
that they will reduce our impact on the earth, while consuming wildlife, our farm animals,
human health, property values, landscapes, while using volumes of metal, plastics, oil,
lubricants, gas, highly toxic rare earth elements from China, cement, 40 truckloads per
turbine, polluting aquifers, and providing absolutely nothing beneficial, is absurd. Our
dissonance about animal welfare and protection is only mirrored in our lingering affection
for something pretentiously false and sad: industrial wind turbines.
A golden eagle is found wandering, starving, one of thousands in such a state, hundreds of
metres from a turbine, obvious trauma and loss of wing. No developer reported on this or
the thousands of other wandering mutilated birds. Foals in Portugal are affected by ground
vibration and ILFN, with Flexural Deformities (The study was filed as a Master’s thesis, titled
“Acquired flexural deformity of the distal interphalangic joint in foals.”) Estimates are of at
least a billion birds and bats destroyed by wind turbines annually.
Jon Boone, writer on energy, artist, and environmentalist, author of “Oxymoron,”
“Overblown,” asks: “How much will we have destroyed before we see the light?”
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Dr. John Etherington, author of “The Wind Farm Scam,” now in its 14th printing, quotes
geologist, Malcolm Rider:

“T

he Highlands are being humiliated by wind farm developers who insist they are
saving the environment. They lie: they are here to make a profit. Wind farms
produce very little and intermittent electricity. Most of the time they do not
work. How can the blade of a bulldozer ripping up 6,000 years of beautifully preserved
archeology be saving the environment? How can the turbine blades smashing a golden eagle
to bits be saving the environment? How can the government of Scotland destroy such a
prize? And use public money to do it?” (1)

P

OST SCRIPT: MINK Suffering continues
Kaj and his family are suffering also, often leaving their home to find a space to
sleep, and rest. They suffer also for their mink, and the turbines continue to
cause extreme consequences for the animals. Note from Kaj:

“We are going to take the females/mothers away from the puppies, the wind turned into
south yesterday, and the noise from the turbines came just over the farm, the females
began to bite their puppies, just as I had expected. This is how it looks like now.
Yesterday at 3 o' clock in the afternoon the wind changed into south. They had to put 21
puppies down today because of their wounds. There are 40 which are under
observation. Lots of the puppies are so young that they can't survive without their mothers,
but with their mothers they will soon be dead from the bites.”
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Found wandering and starving: chopped by a
Turbine estimated to be “safer” for birds

A few of the 1600 aborted mink at Taj’s farm

Features of the Veterinarian Report:






Unresolved aggression not seen before on the farm, prior to turbines
Possible solutions to the need to separate animals and financial effects from that
separation
Noted aggression and medical treatments required due directly to wind turbine
installations
Dead and suffering animals requiring euthanasia
Relationship between turbine start up and animal suffering/deaths/aggression

Aulum Vildbjerg
Vetarinarians
Vildbjerg Animals Hospital
Vildbjerg, d. 9/9-2013

Meeting regarding the launch of wind turbines behind K. B Olesen´s farm.
Prior to the meeting of 9 September 2013, according Kaj, the following has happened: On
Thursday and Friday afternoon, the two wind turbines which are closest to the farm were
going through a test run. This was done in daylight. It was windy and the wind turbines
could not be heard clearly, the minks responded with curiosity by getting out of the cages.
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On Friday evening at dusk, the weather was quieter and the wind turbines could then be
clearly heard both at Kaj's house and his farm. At that time the test run was over and the
wind turbines ran constantly, with among other things a high frequency noise from one
wind turbine. The minks reacted now with growing unrest and when it was completely dark,
there was whining and screaming from all over the farm stemming from stressed
minks fighting.
Kaj contacted the on-duty vet in Agerfeld who advised Kaj to separate the animals. Kaj spent
all Friday night by separating animals and keeping them apart, and by monitoring the
animals and getting them apart with the help of light. The on-duty veterinarian was
contacted again early Saturday. The on-duty veterinarian visited and found 2 dead mink
that had very extensive fresh bite wounds and the wind turbines were stopped to prevent
further dead minks, resulting in peace, but not the peace that was before the turbines
started.
From the problems started Friday night and through Monday 7 mink died of bites. I
personally saw 2 of the minks this morning, which were put down because of “reasons for
animal welfare” due to the bite; these were also very severe and fresh. In the same period
approx. 60 mink were separated and kept in single cages to stop fighting and biting
damages. These figures should be viewed in light of the fact that there had been very few
cases of bites in this period and that it will be normal on a farm of this size to find one bite a
week. Right now it usually is a quiet period on the farm.

At its meeting of 9 September were present: Kaj Bank Olesen, the
undersigned veterinarian Rikke Vestergaard, mink consultant Borge
Mundbjerg and Eric Abraham from Viind Estate, and Michael from Vestas.

At the meeting Kaj explained again the events about the minks' behavior after the turbines
started. We all listened to an audio clip Kaj had recorded on the night of Friday, when all
minks had gone crazy. It is obvious on the clip that there is a constant whining and
screaming from the animals. We also heard an audio clip from the evening after where we
only could hear small sounds of mink feet and the sound of rain on the roofs.
Viind Estate would like to have a suggestion how the turbines should
be started. Kaj and I do not want the two wind turbines – which until now have caused
problems - to operate at dusk or at night. Viind Estate would like to try to let the two most
distant turbines operate day and night and then allow Kaj to call them and get them to stop
if there occur problems again.
The problem of this tactic is that if the animals become stressed up too many times, it will be
quite impossible to get them to calm down again and so there will be fighting constantly.
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It is not possible to separate all minks from each other. Firstly, the farm is not built for it,
because it is not usual procedure in a mink farm; secondly, a mink who goes alone would not
eat the same as when they are together; this will result in a smaller skin when by pelting.
Kaj Abraham has announced that Viind-Estate will cover Kaj’s loss including the additional
work from the need to monitor the minks. Losses may be incurred on the farm in several
ways at the moment: Animals that are bitten and treated, but end up with a lower
settlement because of inferior quality skin. Animals that are isolated therefore achieve a
smaller settlement because of shorter length of the skins. Problems that can arise during
pregnancy, childbirth, etc. may be discussed later, if the problem is not resolved by then.
It is impossible at this stage to say how long it will take for the mink to get used to the
sounds of the wind turbines.
After the meeting I prescribed antibiotics to treat bite wounds. This had also not been
necessary in this season.
With best regards,

Veterinarian Rikke Vestergaard

Links:
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/denmark-bans-halal-and-kosher-slaughter-asminister-says-animal-rights-come-before-religion-9135580.html
http://skepchick.org/2014/02/animal-rights-come-before-religion-according-to-denmark/
http://www.windturbinesyndrome.com/2014/we-are-all-as-vulnerable-as-these-minkdenmark/?var=cna
http://thechronicleherald.ca/novascotia/1168233-turbines-blamed-for-killing-emu-business
http://www.vancouversun.com/Chinese%2Bdemand%2Bdriving%2Bgrowth%2Bmink%2Bindustry/90801
20/story.html
http://www.turn180.ie/2013/03/23/can-wind-turbines-cause-developmental-deformities-in-horses/
http://www.tvmidtvest.dk/indhold/mink-amok-over-vindmoellestoej
See: WCFN for translation here
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https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B6sY1dWgOsjZYmdYQTh6TkhEWWNXRzdBM0ZIQXA2VmZOYS0w/e
dit?pli=1
http://ec.europa.eu/food/animal/welfare/international/out67_en.pdf
http://www.windturbinesyndrome.com/2013/horses-get-wind-turbine-syndrome-portugal/
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2013/mar/16/gunderson-some-basic-facts-about-windenergy/?page=all

Footnotes:

1.

Etherington, John. The Wind Farm Scam, Stacey International, 2011, p. 192
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